Welcome to the Internet
Wesley Eastridge, M.D.
Thursday, November 6, 1997,  3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Southern Medical Association 91st Scientific Assembly
Charlotte, North Carolina

Objectives
We will address the objectives of the AMA’s “Physicians Accessing the Internet” initiative:
How to access the Internet
How the Internet and World Wide Web work
How to access biomedical information
(as well as some nonmedical resources)
About information security issues
Medical literature searches
e-mail
how to download, save and print files;
and discuss future applications.


Definition
The Internet is a global connection of computer networks that communicate by a common protocol (called TCP-IP).  
The World Wide Web is the popular Internet application that provides access to pages of text, pictures and files which are easily linked to other pages of information and other sites.
WWW and most other Internet applications use client and server architecture.  The client software resides on the user’s computer and communicates with the server software on the host computer.  Thus WWW browsers (e.g. Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer) are client software.  
Diary from a Week in Practice
Monday  (Cancernet)
http://wwwicic.nci.nih.gov/
Tuesday  (CDC travel)
http://www.cdc.gov/travel/travel.html
Wednesday  ( Hanhart syndrome )
http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/
search for Hanhart
see aglossia-adactyly
then see clinical synopsis
Thursday  (Patient heard on the news.....)
e.g.  Melatonin Use Strongly Discouraged  by NIH  8/13/96  (Your Health Daily)  http://nytsyn.com/med/  or Medscape  http://www.medscape.com/
Friday ( New drug, zyprexa ) 
see MedEc, (http://www.medecinteractive.com/mei/index2.htm); search for drug information (weastridge1, secret), choose Drug Topics as well as PDR.  Isn’t in PDR but has five articles in Drug Topics.
Saturday, on call (DxPlain)
http://lcs-dxplain.mgh.harvard.edu/dxp/dxp


Notice that the links to medical sites in this presentation are
kept at:
http://kpt1.tricon.net/personal/wesley





More about the Internet:
Description
Each country has a backbone of fast computers and connections.  Government agencies, universities, corporations, networks, and Internet service providers connect to the backbones.  Finally, individuals access the Internet by a terminal on a connected institution's network, or by telephone lines to that institution.

History of the Internet:
Historically, most people relate the Internet to the U.S. Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPANet) developed in the 1960's.  ARPANet pioneered the concept of several computers communicating on the same line by chopping data into packets addressed to a destination computer.  That allowed many computers to connect without a direct line from each to all the others, and allowed information to be routed in various ways.  Consequently information could bypass a nonfunctioning connection and still arrive at its destination (a valuable attribute for  military communications)
v	The government's National Science Foundation (NSF) developed standards and protocols as other agencies, companies, universities and even other countries linked on, and created NSFnet, one of  the major backbones in the U.S.  
v	In fact, nobody owns the Internet now, but a nonprofit company called the Internet Society is "the international organization for global cooperation and coordination for the Internet and its internetworking technologies and applications."  Incorporated in Washington, D.C. (headquarters in Reston, VA), its web site is at http://www.isoc.org/      The Internet Engineering Task Force engineers and develops protocols under the auspices of the Internet Society.  They are found at http://www.ietf.org/
v	In addition, a cooperative effort between the National Science Foundation, Network Solutions, Inc. and AT&T, called InterNIC  sponsors registration of domain names and directory and database services in our country.  See http://www.internic.net/
v	Organizations who cooperate to guide the Internet include:
v	Internet Activities Board (IAB), now called Internet Architecture Board
v	Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
v	Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
v	Internet Research Task Force (IRTF)
v	The Internet Society (ISoc) started 1991
v	Commercial backbones:  PSI, UUNET, ANS Co+RE, etc, etc.  (NSFNET backbone was defunded April 1995)  Other countries have national backbones as well.



What are the common Internet applications?
The Internet uses the applications described below to exchange information, including files and e-mail messages.  
World Wide Web -  The current favorite way to “surf the Internet.”  In fact, WWW browsers can do about all of the other functions available on the Internet listed below, such as FTP, Gopher, e-mail.  WWW is a protocol for transferring documents with text, pictures, and sounds, developed by physicists at CERN research center in Switzerland.  22 Year-old Marc Andressen developed the Mosaic program to "navigate" the web, and it is distributed free from the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Chicago. However, most people now use the Netscape Navigator or Windows Internet Explorer for their browser.
E-mail  -  electronic mail;  memos or letters sent from one user to be seen by the addressee when they view their mail.
Finger  -  A simple program that asks a server for, and reports to you information about one of its users, such as name, time of last login.  
FTP -   File Transfer Protocol.  Allows transfer of file from one computer to another.  (For example, can upload files to your website or download files from a server.)
Gopher  -  Predecessor to WWW, Gopher allows links to files in other computers to be organized in a menu system that the user can browse.  For example, University of Minnesota =  gopher://gopher.micro.umn.edu/ ;  also Cancernet =  Gopher://gopher.nih.gov/1/clin/cancernet
IRC  -  Internet Relay Chat -  allows live "teletype" kind of communication between two users.  
Ping  -  A simple test of your connection to another Internet site, which reports the time for a packet of information to bounce back to you.
Usenet -  or, "the news"  or, "newsgroups"  -  The Internet's version of a bulletin board.  Members post messages and others view them and reply if desired.
Lists -  or, "Listserv lists"  or, "Mailing lists" -  mailing lists using e-mail.  Functions as a newsgroup, but uses e-mail.  When one posts a message to the list, the message is forwarded to all the members.
Telnet -  lets your computer act as a terminal of a remote computer
Archie  -  searches the FTP files on the Internet
Veronica and Jughead  -  search Gopher files on the Internet.  (However, most people use the WWW rather than Gopher now)
Wais  -  Wide Area Information Service  -  searches resources by keywords that someone has previously entered into a database.

A word about addresses -  People receive mail on the Internet via an address of the format userid@domain, where userid is the name they login with, and domain is the name of the host computer.  For example, my address is wesley@tricon.net.   Other Internet activities are accessed by their uniform resource locator (URL), of the format  type://host/path, where type  refers to the activity, such as http (for WWW), gopher, ftp, etc.  Host again refers to the host computer, and path refers to the location on that host computer.  For example, my web page is at http://kpt1.tricon.net/personal/wesley.
Another word about addresses -  They are case-sensitive.  That doesn't usually make a difference in mail addresses, but in URL's, the path is interpreted literally by the host computer, and in UNIX and Windows 95, for example, Personal/Wesley is different from personal/wesley.



How to access the net:
Personal unlimited access to the Net usually costs $19.95 a month. Some services offer limited time, such as five hours per month, for $10 per month. 
Local Internet Service Providers (ISP's) are found in most towns and cities.  They may offer faster Internet access than national networks do.  I use TriCities Connection: $20/month practically unlimited time, in Kingsport, Tennessee.  They, in turn contract with a major backbone such as UUNet for access to the Internet via a fast connection.
National Internet Service Providers (ISP’s) have nodes (POP’s or “points of presence”) in most cities.  They have their own national electronic network, which is connected to the Internet.  Most have the standard $19.95 option for unlimited access.
v	Earthlink:  $19.95 for unlimited access.  Won PC Magazine’s Editors Choice for ISP 9/97  (800) 395-8425
v	AT&T:  $4.95 for five hours  (800) 967-5363
v	IBM Internet Connection  $4.95 for three hours, but no inexpensive personal website offered.
v	Concentric Network, MCI Internet, MindSpring, Netcomplete, Sprint Internet Passport and SpryNet all offer national ISP service.
National Online services have their own national electronic network which has information and services in their own right, in addition to connection to the Internet.  However, their pure Internet access is often slower than an ISP.  They typically have their own software for the user to connect with, which is more user-friendly than bare-bones Internet.  Therefore, they serve as a good way to just get familiar with online computing.
v	CompuServe: $10/mo for 5 hours, $3/hr after 5 hours.   call (800) 848-8990 for info.  
v	AOL about like CompuServe.  Has surpassed Compuserve in numbers of subscribers and in the most hours continuous down-time for technical difficulty (19 hours one day in August 96?)    call (800) 827-6364
v	Prodigy about like CompuServe, but got PC Magazine’s Editor Choice award 9/97.  $10 for 10 hours per month.     (800) 776-3449
v	Microsoft Network     access software comes with Windows-95.  $6.95 for five hours/mo.  (800) 373-3676
There is an extensive listing of Internet service providers at http://www.isoc.org

How to find things on the Internet:
v	Start with a known location and browse, adding "bookmarks" (your browser may call them "favorites" or "hotlists" ) as you go.
v	Use a search engine to search by terms.  Yahoo is a well organized database of sites which are often of good quality, since they are entered by hand.  AltaVista is the most comprehensive searching service, but may return hundreds more sites than you wanted.
v	Remember to consider the source of what you find.  The Internet makes worldwide publication of information so easy that quacks can publish just as pretty pages as respected authorities can.  Look for who wrote it, why, and when. 


Netiquette
When writing e-mail or chatting "live" with someone on the net, it has been customary to use certain "netiquette" such as using lower case letters and common abbreviations (i.e. btw = "by the way," and imho = "in my humble opinion").  One cute custom has been to show emotions with faces made out of characters as below:
:-)   Your basic smilie. This smilie is used to inflect a sarcastic or joking statement since we can't hear voice inflection over Unix.
 ;-)   Winky smilie. User just made a flirtatious and/or sarcastic remark.  More of a "don't hit me for what I just said" smilie.
 :-(   Frowning smilie. User did not like that last statement or is upset or depressed about something. 
 :-I   Indifferent smilie. Better than a Frowning smilie but not quite as good as a happy smilie 
 :->   User just made a really biting sarcastic remark. Worse than a :-). 
 >:->  User just made a really devilish remark. 
 >;->  Winky and devil combined. A very lewd remark was just made.
(Downloaded from    http://www.synapse.net/%7Eoracle/Contents/Humor/Smileys.html)

Netiquette used to specify that no commercial use or advertising was allowed.  Today the Net is used extensively for commercial gain.  However uninvited advertising e-mail is still resented by many, including myself.  It has acquired the uncomplimentary name, “Spam,” and poses a risk to the function of e-mail because of the extent it can grow.  Since it costs the spammer the same amount to send a million messages as a hundred, we can be bombarded by countless nuisance messages that would render e-mail impractical to use.
Computer security issues
Making information more easily accessible involves responsibility for possible adverse effects of disseminating knowledge.  Any spreading of personal information can invade someone's privacy, and  a few unlikely scenarios could cause dramatic problems.  For instance, a lawyer could browse for potential lawsuits, a prominent citizen be blackmailed about embarrassing medical history, or a company could compile personal information on individuals.
Ways to ensure the right people access the right information:
v	Identify the data and the users
v	Anticipate possible security problems
v	Write procedures and protocols to prevent breaches
v	Keep and review usage logs

Tools for security:
v	identify the user (password, ID card, electronic signature in computer)
v	encryption
v	firewall  (a computer or program set up to filter all traffic in or out of a contained network to the Internet.  They can't be 100% effective, though.)
v	log of users
v	virus detection software
viruses
Viruses are pieces of computer programming (code) that insert themselves into a program or another area on a computer's memory or disk.  When the code is executed it can copy itself elsewhere, and cause control of the processor to be transferred to it, immediately or at a later time.
To detect viruses:
Vaccine programs look for known viruses by searching the hard disk or system memory for segments of the code, then monitor for suspicious behavior such as a program altering system files
Steps to avoid infections:
v	Be suspicious of any executable programs from unknown sources, on diskette or on-line
v	Use vaccine programs
v	Backup system regularly, using rotating backup sets
v	Stay away from anything on the Internet that promises something for nothing

Two key encryption
For more information on SSL, or secure sockets layer security, see http://rsa.com/   
Or, http://www2.ai-lab.fh-furtwangen.de/~dziadzka/Vortraege/Cryptography/the_mathematical_guts_of_rsa_encryption.html
The Mathematical Guts of RSA Encryption
v	Here's the relatively easy to understand math behind RSA public key encryption. It is most ironic that it is not illegal to transport this mathematical description out of the U.S. and Canada, but it is illegal to export an implementation of this cipher from the U.S. or Canada. Any competent programmer could use this knowledge to implement a strong crypto product beyond the borders of the U.S. and Canada. 
v	1.Find P and Q, two large (e.g., 1024-bit) prime numbers. 
v	2.Choose E such that E and (P-1)(Q-1) are relatively prime, which means they have no prime factors in common. E does not have to be prime, but it must be odd. (P-1)(Q-1) can't be prime because it's an even number. 
v	3.Compute D such that (DE - 1) is evenly divisible by (P-1)(Q-1). Mathematicians write this as DE = 1 mod (P-1)(Q-1), and they call D the multiplicative inverse of E. 
v	4.The encryption function is encrypt(T) = (T^E) mod PQ, where T is the plaintext (a positive integer) and '^' indicates exponentiation. 
v	5.The decryption function is decrypt(C) = (C^D) mod PQ, where C is the ciphertext (a positive integer) and '^' indicates exponentiation. 
v	Your public key is the pair (PQ, E). Your private key is the number D (reveal it to no one). The product PQ is the modulus. E is the public exponent. D is the secret exponent. 
v	You can publish your public key freely, because there are no known easy methods of calculating D, P, or Q given only (PQ, E) (your public key). If P and Q are each 1024 bits long, the sun will burn out before the most powerful computers presently in existence can factor your modulus into P and Q. 
v	Caveats:
v	Given all the hype that RSA is getting these days, it's worth it to keep the following caveats in mind. It is not yet rigorously proven that no easy methods of factoring exist. Also, it is not yet rigorously proven that the only way to crack RSA is to factor the modulus.
v	(This was found on the site referenced above, and apparently written by Francis Litterio (franl@centerline.com)


Your Own Net Site
It's relatively easy to establish your own presence on the Internet.  Most Internet service providers allow one to five megabytes of space on their server for little or no cost.  If needed, additional disk space and technical assistance increase the cost.
To place your own Web Page on-line, you can simply design the page on your own computer, then  upload it (e.g. via FTP) to your disk memory space on the server computer.  A multitude of programs can create the pages.  One free program called HoTMetaL is available at http://www.sq.com.  
Making the web pages worthwhile, on the other hand, may require considerable time and effort.  Think about...
v	What information do you want to share?  Data?  Writings?  Current information or schedules?  Reference information?  Display reports?  Advertising?  Post notices?  Elicit responses from patients?  From other doctors?  List pointers to other web sites?
v	Who will want to access it?
v	What presentation format will be easy, quick and intuitive for them to use?  I.e., how should the page or pages be organized?
v	How will you let them know where to find your page?
v	How often will you need to update the information?
If you find the value of a website justifies the costs (especially in time each week in updating and maintaining the site), then your Internet service provider probably can tell you what is involved.  The article listed in the bibliography below, called  An Internet Strategy for Physicians describes the process.  
How to make your Web Site
Here is a sample web page as the web browser receives it from the web server:

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//SQ//DTD HTML 2.0 HoTMetaL + extensions//EN">
<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Creating a Web Page</TITLE></HEAD>
<BODY><H1>How to Make a Web Site</H1>
<OL><LI>First, enter the information you want to include.  You can type it
with a word processor or line editor, typing the brackets and tags yourself, 
but many HTML editors (Web authoring tools) are available to make it easier, and
some are free.</LI>
<LI>Add in links to other pages you write or to other web sites.  For example,
here is a link to a site that has free web authoring software, called
<A HREF="http://www.sq.com">HoTMetaL</A>.  Add pictures, etc.<IMG
SRC="picture1.gif" ALIGN="BOTTOM"></LI>
<LI>Finally, upload (send) your html file to the web server.  For example, I
use FTP to upload my files to my personal disk memory area (that is, my
directory, called /personal/wesley/) on my internet service provider's computer,
called kpt1.tricon.net.  Once it is there, anyone in the Internet world can
access it by addressing http://kpt1.tricon.net/personal/wesley.</LI></OL>
</BODY></HTML>

The web browser displays the text according to instructions called tags, enclosed in the angle brackets.<>   For more information on creating web pages, see http://home.netscape.com/home/how-to-create-web-services.html
One of several other websites on authoring is found at http://www.netspace.org/users/dwb/www-authoring.html  (checked 8/97)
And How About Java?
Java is a computer language, as are Cobol, C++ and Mumps.  Originally developed by Sun Microsystems for writing computer applications to run on various microchips in small appliances, it found a niche in the World Wide Web.  
Web browsers that are Java-capable can run Java programs that will look the same on each computer's web page, regardless of computer type or operating system.
Small Java programs with somewhat limited capabilities are called Applets, and can show moving pictures on the web page, for example.  Java applets should be hard to infect with viruses, since the browser limits the applets' control over the computer.
Where do we go from here?
Current Internet technology trends:
Push technology -  WWW broswer protocol allows user to subscribe to information from a site.  Updates on that site are automatically pushed to the user’s computer while they are online, perhaps doing something else.  Then the updated info is there whenever the user looks for it, even if offline. 
Recommendation systems -  sometimes called collaborative filtering technology, makes a profile of a user based on their stated preferences/opinions and on their behavior in visiting websites.  That profile can guide what data is subsequently presented to the user.
Cookies -  small pieces of textual data that a Web server can store on the Web client’s computer, to be retransmitted to that server in future sessions.  That can be used to “remember” something about the user, whether login information or what kind of music they like.
Virtual Private Networking -  Windows NT allows extending a local area network (LAN) to distant sites, “tunnelling” through the Internet.
LiveConnect -  Netscape’s name for interlinking Java applets, Java scripts and “plug-ins” in a Web page.
Active-X -  Microsoft’s platform for Java applets, Java scripts, and controls to be incorporated into a Web page.
Speculation on the future of the Internet:
IMHO (in my humble opinion), the concept of all computer networks in the world being able to communicate is here to stay.  The Internet that makes that possible now is suffering from heavy traffic, especially as pictures, movies, voice, teleconferencing and virtual LAN’s take more and more bandwidth.  So far, improvements and faster links are keeping up with the demand.
We have heard Vice President Gore talk about building a national information superhighway.  Already university researchers are building a superfast network among themselves.  The logical extrapolation then, is that we will see more and more fast, specialized networks, but still with the ability to transmit information to each other.
I suspect the present method of paying by the connection or by the minute will eventually change to paying by the amount of data transferred in order to keep e-mail inexpensive
We can also look forward to new Internet applications taking the concept of long-distance computing a step further than the current Java and ActiveX programs running inside WWW browsers.  They will have more ability to control our local computers as we improve our protection against security breaches.
The information available should explode beyond the present domains of government and academic institutions when it is practical for commercial enterprises to charge small increments of money for information.  (BTW, doctors will be able to charge for advice over the Internet, too.  However that won’t have much practical application until laws are updated and identification of users is improved to establish accountability.  Even then it won’t have nearly the value of a personal encounter.  I look for the more significant contribution of the Internet to medicine to be as the “peripheral brain” for doctors and physician extenders, and as an electronic medical record.)

Medical on-line programs outside the Internet:
Grateful Med  -  The National Library of Medicine's software to access their databases including Medline.  Allows you to tailor your searches using their MeSH terms and modifiers, for optimal performance.  Call NTIS (Nat Tech Inform Service)  Software Manager at (703) 487-4807 or NLM at (301) 496-6193 or visit their web site (follow link from Wesley's page).  Grateful Med searches are available on the Internet, now.  See http://igm.nlm.nih.gov/
CDC Wonder  -  The Centers for Disease Control have a toll-free dial-up network called Wonder for public health providers to communicate and to access CDC's data files.  This includes
v	MMWR search and retrieve (in Adobe Acrobat format)
v	Data sets including mortality, cancer incidence, AIDS, hospital discharges, etc., etc.
v	Travel information
As of fall 96 the package cost $50 for physicians not employed by the health department.  Designed for DOS computers, it is available from:
USD
2075 A West Park Place
Stone Mountain, GA  30087
(770) 469-4098
However, again, most of that information is available via the CDC Internet site.
Physicians' On-line  is free, supported by advertisements.  Provides free e-mail and various information programs such as medline searches, but it is slow.  Info at (800) 332-0009

Quotes regarding the impending revolution in medical computing:
What Bill Gates wants from his doctor:
"If the doctor called for an X-ray, it would be stored in digital form on a server, available for immediate review by any authorized doctor or specialist throughout the hospital or the world.  Comments made by anyone reviewing the X-ray, whether oral or in text form, would be linked to Dad's medical records.  Afterward my father would be able to look at the X-rays from home and listen to the professional commentary.  He could share the X-rays with his family:  "Look at the size of that fracture!  Listen to what the doctor said about it!"   -  Bill Gates, in The Road Ahead, Viking Press, 1995
My observation from his quote is that people want organization of their medical records to make the information more easily shared, not only with other doctors, but with themselves.  Hmmm.  Some people might like to have their test results and diagnoses at their fingertips, and shouldn't be blamed for that.  Doctors make notes for themselves, though, to facilitate treating the patient.  Those notes could include comments about noncompliance, drug-seeking behavior, delusional thinking, etc.  As the information becomes more "fluid" on computers, we will have to find ways to treat different parts of the medical record differently.   -wve
 Quotation from Dr. C. Everett Koop, 
now a senior scholar at the Koop Institute of the Dartmouth Medical School, regarding the need to teach new physicians computer literacy:
"Memory is out and data retrieval is in."
quoted in the FP edition of the Medical Tribune 37:7, April 4, 1996.

"Electronic communities...
...with all the information they reveal, will also create problems.  Some institutions will have to make big changes as on-line communities gain power.  Doctors and medical researchers are already having to contend with patients who explore medical literature electronically and compare notes with other patients who have the same serious disease.  Word of unorthodox or unapproved treatments spreads fast in these communities. "   -  Bill Gates, in The Road Ahead, Viking Press, 1995
"Loss of privacy...
...is another major concern about the highway.  A great deal of information is already being gathered about each of us, by private companies as well as by government agencies, and we often have no idea how it is used or whether it is accurate.  Medical records, driving records, library records, school records, court records, credit histories, tax records, financial records, employment reviews and charge-card bills all profile you.  ...  The scattered nature of the information protects your privacy in an informal way, but when the repositories are all connected together on the [information] highway, it will be possible to use computers to correlate it.... to construct an intrusively accurate picture of your personal activities.    -  Bill Gates, in The Road Ahead, Viking Press, 1995

CME via computer
CD-ROM and Internet CME costs half what live CME costs.
v	SMA has free CME via Internet at its page, http://www.sma.org
v	http://www.medconnect.com  24 hours credit for $145 (emergency medicine)
v	http://vh.radiology.uiowa.edu  The Virtual Hospital offers cme
v	http://www.medscape.com/  has cme
v	http://medicus.marshall.edu/medicus.htm"  The interactive patient at Marshall University School of Medicine is a truly unique Interactive World Wide Web Program that allows the user to simulate an actual patient encounter.   Since it is graphics intensive, it requires a fast connection or patience or both.
Magazines about On-line medical computing
Medicine on the Net   pub by COR Healthcare Resources  (805) 564-2177, mednet@corhealth.com.  cost $97 for one year (12 issues)  (outrageous price!)  Only 12 pages, but has good articles and announces new sites.
Internet Medicine  just starting, published by Lippincott-Raven Publishers. (215) 238-4200.  Cost $89 for one year (12 issues) (just about as outrageous!)  Only 12 pages, but also has good articles and reviews Internet sites.
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Glossary
Adobe Acrobat	a format for electronic publication of material that preserves fonts, pictures and graphs.  Publishers buy software from Adobe to produce the files, and users can download the free Acrobat software to display it on their computers.
Active-X  	Microsoft’s platform for Java applets, Java scripts, and controls to be incorporated into a Web page.  See LiveConnect.
bandwidth	the amount of data that can be transmitted per unit time over a computer connection
baud		the speed of a modem, approximately equivalent to bits per second
bit		a one or zero, the smallest unit of digital information
browser	a  client program on the user's computer that communicates with the  server  program on the server computer to browse the Internet, predominately in the world-wide web (WWW)
byte		eight bits  ("pieces of eight")
cache		temporary storage of data for quick retrieval
certificate	a public key and name of owner, with a trusted certificate authority’s signature
Channel Definition Format (CDF)	Microsoft’s implementation of PUSH technology, introduced in Internet Explorer version 4
client	a program that resides on the user's computer to communicate with the server program on the server program to request, send, receive and format data for display on the local computer.  WWW, gopher, Telnet, etc. use the client-server architecture
cookies   	small pieces of textual data that a Web server can store on the Web client’s computer, to be retransmitted to that server in future sessions.  That can be used to “remember” something about the user, whether login information or what kind of music they like.
download	transfer data from a server computer to your computer
dns		doesn't mean "did not show."  It means domain name server, the program that maps the textual name of a server (such as tricon.net) to its four-byte numeric Internet address used in the actual data packets.
faq		frequently asked questions
firewall	the computer or computer program that routes communication between an internal network and the outside world (Internet), restricting flow of potentially hazardous data (viruses, unauthorized access, etc.)
fqdn		fully qualified domain name
frames	can refer to segments of digital information relayed along a network; or to segments of a web browser's display space that can show different information.
gif		Graphics Interchange Format, a common way to digitally transfer a picture, used by Compuserve, and now on the Internet
HTML		HyperText Markup Language,  the language of the World Wide Web, a subset of SGML.
http		HyperText Transfer Protocol,  the Internet protocol for transferring html documents
ISDN		Integrated Services Digital Network
Java		A programming language, not totally unlike the ubiquitous C++, but for which small applications can be run from within WWW browsers.  Since the program running the code (small application) is located on the local (user's) computer, it can screen out viruses, and can make pictures move within the web page, among other things.
jpeg		Joint Photographic Experts Group, a common way to digitally transfer a picture on the Internet
LAN		Local Area Network - computers connected together locally, usually in a single building or part of a building.
LiveConnect -  Netscape’s name for interlinking Java applets, Java scripts and “plug-ins” in a Web page.  See Active-X
modem		device to translate between digital bits and analog waves for computers to communicate over standard telephone lines.  Word comes from MODulate, DEModulate.
mpeg		Moving Pictures Expert Group, a common way to digitally transfer a movie on the Internet.
Open Transport	an internal protocol for Macintosh computers that replaces the tcp protocol
operating system	the "low level" computer software that runs the disk drives, screen output, keyboard input, memory management, etc.  Application programs require the operating system to be loaded first, then they call functions within the operating system to do tasks for them.  MS-DOS, UNIX, System 7, Windows and OS/2 are operating systems.  
PDF		Portable Document Format	- the files made by and for Adobe Acrobat
POP		Point Of Presence  --   The place where a modem user can call an Internet service provider to connect to the network.  Alternatively, it can mean Post Office Protocol, one way users can read mail from a server.
PPP		Point to Point Protocol - a dial-up connection that uses the TCP/IP protocol,  faster than SLIP
Push technology -  WWW broswer protocol allows user to subscribe to information from a site.  Updates on that site are automatically pushed to the user’s computer while they are online, perhaps doing something else.  Then the updated info is there whenever the user looks for it, even if offline.
Recommendation systems -  sometimes called collaborative filtering technology, makes a profile of a user based on their stated preferences/opinions and on their behavior in visiting websites.  That profile can guide what data is subsequently presented to the user.
RSA security	Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman invented a public-key cryptosystem in 1977 .  See " Computer Security" above
server	complementary program to the client program (see client); or the computer itself that serves other computers' requests for information
signature	(digital signature)  -  a message is digested into a sort of checksum number, which is encrypted with the signer’s private key.
SGML		Standard Generalized Markup Language -  A defined standard way to describe a document, including fonts, positions, pictures, etc., by inserting tags <P> in the text.
SLIP		Serial Line Internet Protocol -  a dial-up connection that uses the TCP/IP protocol, slower than PPP
SMTP		protocol for sending mail on the Internet
SSL		Secure Socket Layer -  a protocol to allow messages to be scrambled/unscrambled for security
tcp/ip	Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol   -  the communications protocol spoken by computers on the Internet
upload	transfer data from your computer to a server computer
url		Uniform Resource Locator
Virtual Private Networking -  Windows NT allows extending a local area network (LAN) to distant sites, “tunnelling” through the Internet.
VRML		Virtual Reality Modeling Language  -  allows users to view three dimensional space on an Internet browser
WAN		Wide Area Network	computers connected together that may span multiple buildings, or even towns, such as for a corporation.
XML		eXtensible Markup Language, a way to describe the charactistics of a page that has more of SGML’s capabilities than HTML does.




















